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Figure 1: Our method offers a user-friendly approach for recoloring 3D scenes. The scene is represented as a radiance field that
is layer-decomposed and jointly optimized with an associated palette. Each color in the palette corresponds to a pure-colored
layer. This design enables users to alter the color of each layer independently, producing high-fidelity recoloring results.

ABSTRACT
Radiance fields have gradually become a main representation of
media. Although its appearance editing has been studied, how to
achieve view-consistent recoloring in an efficient manner is still
under explored. We present RecolorNeRF, a novel user-friendly
color editing approach for the neural radiance fields. Our key idea
is to decompose the scene into a set of pure-colored layers, forming
a palette. By this means, color manipulation can be conducted by
altering the color components of the palette directly. To support
efficient palette-based editing, the color of each layer needs to be
as representative as possible. In the end, the problem is formulated
as an optimization problem, where the layers and their blending
weights are jointly optimized with the NeRF itself. Extensive exper-
iments show that our jointly-optimized layer decomposition can be
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used against multiple backbones and produce photo-realistic recol-
ored novel-view renderings. We demonstrate that RecolorNeRF out-
performs baseline methods both quantitatively and qualitatively for
color editing even in complex real-world scenes. Our code and more
results are available at https://sites.google.com/view/recolornerf.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Neural radiance fields (NeRF) have been proven to be a powerful
representation of 3D scenes, which likely become a next-generation
media form in the future, analogous to images and videos. To this
end, supporting editing in such a new representation is critical.
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Figure 2: Overview of our method. During the training stage, the TensoRF [7] backbone and the learnable palette will be
optimized to represent the color of any query point through alpha compositing over the learned palette. In the editing stage,
users can simply replace a color in the palette with a new one to recolor the entire radiance field.

Very recently, several works on this topic have emerged, exploring
editable NeRF in respect of scene composition [46, 56], geometry
deformation [24, 29, 53, 55], appearance editing [15, 25, 54], style
transfer [9, 11, 41, 57] etc. Recoloring is a sort of appearance edit-
ing that typically entails resetting a scene’s precise color tones for
improvement or correction. It is a crucial process in the creation
of both artistic and cinematic works. For example, using recolor-
ing, the red car in Fig. 1 may be colored blue while maintaining
photorealism.

Among all existing approaches to recoloring an image, palette-
based color editing (PCE) [1, 50, 58] stands out due to its most
intuitive and efficient user interaction. PCE first extracts a palette
of representative colors from the image. Each color corresponds to
a pure-colored layer. The image will be decomposed as a blending
of the layers by solving the weight of each palette item. After that,
we can simply alter the palette to precisely edit the image’s colors,
such as tuning green layers to recolor grass and leaves in a “forest”
image.

In this paper, we propose a novel method, RecolorNeRF, to con-
duct photo-realistic PCE on NeRF representations, which to our
knowledge is the first attempt using a learnable palette for layer-
wise decomposition of 3D scenes. Although [47] has performed
NeRF recoloring based on palettes, its rendering results are com-
promised by its lossy posterization. Another possible approach to
adapting PCE to NeRF is to first extract palettes from the pixels
of all input images, using the heuristic method in [45], and then
separately conduct layer decomposition and color editing for each
novel view rendered from a pre-trained NeRF model. Despite being
straightforward to implement, this solution suffers from exhausted
per-view decomposition, poor view inconsistency, and 3D-agnostic
palette extraction.

To address the aforementioned issues, our key idea is to optimize
the palette, the layer decomposition, and the volumetric radiance
fields in a unified framework. To deal with complicated scenes, we
follow [40, 45] to use “over” composition as the imaging formu-
lation. Specifically, the appearance of each point in a 3D scene is
represented by an alpha blending of a set of ordered pure-colored
layers, which form a palette for editing. To achieve this, we model
the layer opacity as a volumetric alpha field for each layer. Our
proposed approach also includes the first trial of geometric palette

optimization, which regularizes the palette to convexly span the
color space of the 3D scene. Furthermore, in order to encourage
the independence and representativeness of the learnable palette,
sparsity of the blending weights is imposed through our novel soft
sparsity norm and order-dependent weighting scheme.

Our RecolorNeRF can robustly decompose 3D scenes into multi-
ple layers and enable diverse high-fidelity recoloring of complex 3D
scenes in an efficient manner, without any restriction to backbone
NeRF models, fine-tuning, and additional deep feature extraction.
Our comparison experiments and a large-group user study also
validate the superiority of our approach over other color editing
methods for 3D scenes. In summary, our main contributions include:
• To our knowledge, we are the first attempt to perform photo-
realistic palette-based color editing in NeRF representations via
layer decomposition.

• We propose novel convex hull regularizations to jointly optimize
the palette and the scene representation.

• Extensive recoloring experiments show that our carefully de-
signed approach supports various complex scenes and different
NeRF backbones.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 NeRF Editing
Editing NeRFs is challenging due to their implicit scene represen-
tations. Existing works [24, 51, 54, 59, 60] support a few types of
purely implicit editing on the target objects. NeRF-editing [55]
extracts explicit meshes as a manipulable proxy and transfers the
proxymovements back into the implicit representations. Approaches
of [46, 56] present solutions to entity placement and scene compo-
sition in NeRF-represented scenes. NVDiffRec [29] extracts editable
BRDF materials by disentangling 3D geometry and lighting effects
frommulti-view captures. EditNeRF [24] and CodeNeRF [54] are the
recent NeRF models that encode simple objects’ shape and appear-
ance into interpolative latent code. HDR-NeRF [15] and RawNeRF
[25] use linear raw images as input rather than the post-processed
ones, allowing controllable tone mapping during view synthesis.
CLIP-NeRF [49] and DFFs [18] support text prompt or exemplar
image-guided editing by leveraging the joint vision-language em-
bedding of the CLIP model [38]. UPST-NeRF [9], INS [11] and ARF
[57] propose different style transferring schemes and stylize NeRF
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Figure 3: Gallery of our color editing results. The first image of each row is the reference before editing along with the beneath
optimized palette. The other 3 images showcase 3 examples of color editing with the corresponding edited palettes.

models into reference images. NeRFEditor [41] encodes novel-view
images into the hidden space of StyleGAN and enables interactive
style editing on NeRF models.

Most of the above methods supporting style and appearance
editing adopt additional encoders to extract high-level appearance
code, while none of them decomposes the implicit representations
in color space and endows intrinsic physical meanings to the de-
composition. In contrast, our method can facilitate photo-realistic
editing on both complex scenes and single objects without extra
semantic-level features. The editing mode of our approach is more
controllable and flexible, featuring precise color tuning and user-
designed palettes. During the preparation of this paper, we noticed
that there is a concurrent work PaletteNeRF [19] which also sup-
ports palette-based editing of NeRF models. Our method is different
from theirs mainly in that we tend to decompose scenes into sparser
layers using alpha blending, jointly optimize palettes and scene
representations via more concise modeling, and allow the users to
control the composition order of layers against a tailored palette.We
include a result comparison between our method and PaletteNeRF
in our supplementary materials to highlight the differences.

2.2 Color Editing
Color editing on images is a long-standing problem and has been
well-studied in many scenarios. The challenge of color editing
mainly lies in the extraction of editable color patterns. Failure of

sorting out color patterns will cause the so-called “color pollution”
issue, which implies color edits upon different targets are mixed up
and produces contamination-like artifacts. Many approaches exploit
user guidance in pattern extraction by drawing colored scribbles or
coarse spatial markers. Such approaches aim to recolor themeaning-
ful patterns in the image by propagating the desired color through
the user’s brushwork. Various algorithms [2, 8, 20, 22, 34, 52] are
designed to propagate the user-specified edits. The problem is often
formulated as an energy minimization problem, where Euclidean
distance or diffusion distance in feature space is adopted to measure
the affinity among pixels. Drawing scribbles demands higher costs
on the user side than reference-based or palette-based methods
since users need to provide meaningful guidance both in spatial
and color domains. Color transfer is another form of reference-
based color editing, in which the source image absorbs the color
patterns of another reference image. Early color transfer methods
[35, 39] change the colors of the source image based on the color
distribution of a reference image. Reinhard et al. [39] performs
color transfer by matching the means and standard deviations of
the source color distribution to the reference one. Pitie et al. [35]
explore a color mapping between source and reference images
via color probability density function transferring. Histograms are
wildly used to represent the color distributions of images. Delon
et al. [10] propose a color transfer method that segments the color
histogram to construct palettes and warp the source color to the
target by referring to the palettes.
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2.3 Palette-based Recoloring
Palette-based recoloring methods allow users to tune color com-
ponents by modifying a finite set of colors, which is a trade-off
solution between user control and recoloring capability. A palette
is a succinct representation that can describe the color scheme of
an image. The most essential step in palette-based recoloring is
palette extraction. Some previous methods fit predictive models of
human palette preference and generate perceptual palettes from
input images [5, 12, 21, 30]. A more straightforward approach to
extract palettes for color editing is using the k-means algorithm
to cluster the image colors in RGB space [6, 58]. This captures
the most prominent colors in the image. Another palette-based
approach consists of computing and simplifying the convex hull
that encloses all the color samples [45]. This yields more “primary”
palettes that better represent the color gamut of the image. Once
we have the palette extracted, we can use it to represent the colors
in the image by decomposing the image into layers, where each
layer corresponds to an importance map of a palette color. The
layer decomposition performs as a reverse procedure of layer com-
position. Several previous methods are proposed to composite the
layers simply via weighted additive mixing [1, 44, 50, 58]. One most
common alpha blending operator “over” composite is also used in
recent methods to composite order-dependent layers [40, 43, 45].
Our method uses alpha blending, allows users control of palette
order, and facilitates sparser layer decomposition.

3 PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Neural Radiance Fields
Neural Radiance Fields are introduced by [27] as a differentiable
rendering model that can be trained to synthesize photo-realistic
novel views by taking multi-view images as the input. Ordinary
NeRFs can be regarded as an MLP function that maps coordinates
into color and density values in the form of 𝐹Θ (x, d) → (c, 𝜎),
where Θ represents network parameters, x = (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) is the 3D
coordinates of a sampled point, d = (𝜃, 𝜙) is the view-in direction,
c is the predicted color, and 𝜎 is the predicted density. With this
scene representation, the rendered color Ĉ(r(𝑡)) of the image pixel
corresponding to the ray r(𝑡) = (o, d) can be evaluated via volume
rendering (Eq. 1), where𝑀 is the number of samples along r(𝑡), Δ 𝑗
is the step length of the 𝑗-th sample, 𝜏 𝑗 can be seen as the probability
that the ray can reach the 𝑗-th sample.

Ĉ(r(𝑡)) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1

𝜏 𝑗 c𝑗 , 𝜏 𝑗 = exp
(
−
𝑗−1∑︁
𝑖=1

𝜎𝑖Δ𝑖

) (
1 − exp

(
− 𝜎 𝑗Δ 𝑗

) )
(1)

Then, the scene representation can be optimized in a learning fash-
ion via minimizing the photometric loss between the rendered color
and the ground-truth color C(r(𝑡)) in input images (Eq. 2). Here B
is a batch of the training rays.

L𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 =
∑︁

r(𝑡 ) ∈B

Ĉ(r(𝑡)) − C(r(𝑡))
2
2 (2)

There are also many variants of NeRFs. DirectVoxGO [42], Plenox-
els [13], Instant-NGP [28], TensoRF [7], etc. accelerate training of
radiance fields by converting the fully implicit scene representa-
tions into explicit feature grids with an implicit shading module
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Figure 4: Ablations on alpha blending and learnable palettes
with the goal of recoloring a fern into red. The fern-related
layers decomposed via Direct Weight, Alpha Blending and
Alpha Blending with Learnable Palette are visualized.

or spherical harmonics. In particular, TensoRF [7] factorizes the
feature grids into compact low-rank tensor components, achieving
considerable rendering quality, shorter training time, and smaller
model size. Besides training acceleration, D-NeRF [37] and Nerfies
[31] extend NeRF to dynamic scenes via modeling movements as
4D implicit motion fields. Furthermore, HyperNeRF [32] views each
frame of dynamic scenes as a slice in a higher-dimensional latent
space and manages to handle topology-varying movements.

3.2 Alpha Compositing
Alpha compositing, also called alpha blending, is a technique to
order-dependently combine multiple image layers into a single
image. Each image layer is associated with an alpha channel that is
a gray-scale image of values among [0, 1] and specifies the per-pixel
opacity of the layer. The blending operators are first introduced by
[36]. A commonly-used one is defined as Eq. 3, where pixel color
𝐶𝑎 with opacity 𝛼𝑎 is placed over pixel color 𝐶𝑏 with opacity 𝛼𝑏 to
composite new color 𝐶𝑜 and opacity 𝛼𝑜 .

𝛼𝑜 = 𝛼𝑎 + 𝛼𝑏 (1 − 𝛼𝑎) , 𝐶𝑜 =
𝐶𝑎𝛼𝑎 +𝐶𝑏𝛼𝑏 (1 − 𝛼𝑎)

𝛼𝑜
(3)

To blend multiple image layers, we can recursively apply Eq.
3 to the upper and lower layers. In fact, Eq. 3 depicts a general
painting operation. When the opacity of a pixel is 0, there is no
overlay on the beneath pixels. While the opacity increases to 1,
the pixel becomes opaque and gradually covers the underneath
pixels. Our approach extends alpha compositing to 3D scenarios
with differentiable properties and view-dependent effects.

4 RECOLORNERF
In this section, we describe our proposed method RecolorNeRF,
including automatic layer decomposition via alpha blending activa-
tion and joint optimization of palettes and scene representations.
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4.1 Palette-based Layer Decomposition via
Alpha Blending Activation

Suppose we have an ordered palette 𝑃 =
{
𝑝𝑖 ∈ [0, 1]3

}𝐾
𝑖=1, we aim

to decompose a radiance field into 𝐾 pure colored radiance layers,
where the ith layer corresponds to the ith item of the palette. We
define 𝑝1 as the color of the background layer and 𝑝𝐾 as the color
of the topmost layer. Our scene representation is modeled as Eq. 4.

𝐹Θ (x, d) → (𝛼1, 𝛼2, . . . , 𝛼𝐾 , 𝜎) (4)

The model computes view-dependent opacity values 𝛼𝑖 (x, d) for
each layer. After retrieving opacity values from the model, we com-
posite the radiance layers via alpha blending to yield the radiance
field. By recursively applying Eq. 3 to the opacity fields 𝛼𝑖 (x, d) and
the palette 𝑃 , we can obtain c(x, d) as Eq. 5:

c(x, d) = 𝑝𝐾 +
𝐾−1∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖+1)
𝐾−1∏
𝑗=𝑖+1

(1 − 𝛼 𝑗 (x, d))
 (5)

The cumulative multiplication in Eq.5 will cause optimization nu-
merically unstable. To better integrate alpha compositing into deep
models as a stable differentiable function, we sort out coefficients
of each 𝑝𝑖 and transform them into logarithmic space:

T (𝛼𝑖 (x, d)) =


∑𝐾
𝑗=𝑖+1 log(1 − 𝛼 𝑗 (x, d)) 𝑖 = 1

log𝛼𝑖 (x, d) +
∑𝐾
𝑗=𝑖+1 log(1 − 𝛼 𝑗 (x, d)) 1 < 𝑖 < 𝐾

log(1 − 𝛼𝑖 (x, d)) 𝑖 = 𝐾

(6)
We can show that

∑𝐾
𝑖=1 exp

[
T (𝛼𝑖 (x, d))

]
= 1. Thereby we define

an alpha blending activation 𝜁 (·) as Eq. 7, which maps opacity to
generalized barycentric coordinates. This alpha blending activation
is differentiable and numerically stable, compared with the cumula-
tive multiplication in Eq. 5. Consequently, the radiance field can be
seen as a convex combination of the palette 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝑃 :

c(x, d) =
𝐾∑︁
𝑖=1

𝜁 (𝛼𝑖 (x, d))𝑝𝑖 , where 𝜁 (𝛼) = exp
[
T (𝛼)

]
(7)

Since the geometry of the scene is independent of the opacity
values, we separate the parameters of the geometry and appearance
models. To achieve this, we adopt TensoRF [7] as our backbone,
which simultaneously enables fast model training. The overview
pipeline of our method is present in Fig. 2.

4.2 Palette Learning
The key to successful layer decomposition is an optimal palette
𝑃 that can express the entire color space of the 3D scene. For 2D
images, Tan et al. [45] propose to model a palette as convex hull
vertices of the pixel colors. In this way, any pixel color can be
uniquely expressed as a convex combination of the palette colors.
Inspired by this, we choose to formulate 𝑃 as a set of convex hull
vertices, encompassing the entire color space of the scene. Note that
our alpha blending activation can coherently support this formu-
lation since it naturally yields convex combinations of the palette.
However, directly using the convex hull vertices as palettes is not
feasible for user editing due to the convex hull will have thousands
of vertices. Tan et al. [44] design an iterative heuristic convex hull
simplification algorithm for reducing the palette to a user-desired

Grass-related 
Component

Car-related 
Component

Ref. 𝜆! = 0.001w/o Sparsity Reg. 𝜆! = 0.005

Figure 5: Ablations of sparsity regularization with the goal
of recoloring the background grass into greener. The compo-
nent of foreground car and background grass are visualized.

size. Our empirical study finds that palettes pre-computed from this
heuristic approach lead to many failure cases of layer decomposi-
tion in 3D scenes since only the 2D image-level color distribution is
exploited. In this regard, we incorporate learnable palettes into the
optimization of 3D scene representation and layer decomposition,
as a group of training parameters. In order to preserve the geomet-
ric properties of palettes, we propose novel convex hull bounding
and projection-based convex regularizations, which jointly guide the
optimization trajectory of the palette.

Convex Hull Bounding Regularization. The learnable palette 𝑃
should not be unbounded, since 𝑃 is a subset of [0, 1]3 at most. To
further shrink the bound of palette colors, we build a bounding
convex hull from all input images (Eq. 8).

𝑈 =

{ ∑︁
𝑐 𝑗 ∈P

𝜆 𝑗𝑐 𝑗 | 𝜆 𝑗 ≥ 0 for all 𝑗 and
∑︁
𝑗

𝜆 𝑗 = 1
}

(8)

where P is the universal set of all pixel colors in all multi-view
images. We employ this bounding convex hull to form a feasible
region by penalizing out-of-bound palette colors. To achieve this,
we first find a set 𝑆 (𝑈 ) of all simplices of the bounding convex hull
𝑈 . Then, we regularize the Euclidean distance from palette color 𝑝𝑖
to its closest point on the simplex facets 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 (𝑈 ), if 𝑝𝑖 ∉ 𝑈 . The
described regularization term is given in Eq. 9.

L𝑏𝑑 =

𝐾∑︁
𝑖=1

𝜔𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝟙{𝑝𝑖 ∉ 𝑈 } min
𝑠∈𝑆 (𝑈 )

𝑝𝑖 − Nearest(𝑝𝑖 |𝑠)

2 (9)

where𝜔𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the penalty strength, Nearest(𝑝𝑖 |𝑠) finds closest point
on the simplex facet 𝑠 to the color 𝑝𝑖 , and 𝟙{𝑝𝑖 ∉ 𝑈 } denotes the
indicator of 𝑝𝑖 ∉ 𝑈 .

Projection-based Convex Regularization. In addition to bounding
the range of palette colors, the palette is expected to maintain its
convexity. Our solution is to project the palette colors to the ver-
tices of the bounding convex hull. In essence, this projection-based
optimization strategy imposes a constraint 𝑃 ⊂ HullVertices(𝑈 ).
Specifically, the regularizer in Eq. 10 is proposed to turn palette
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OursRef. PosterNeRF

Figure 6: Comparisons of our method and PosterNeRF on
Synthetic NeRF dataset. In the first case, we aim to recolor
the green chair into the blue without change of the yellow
patterns. In the second case, we aim to recolor the orange
ship into red and tune the water surface into blue.

gradients towards the vertices of𝑈 .

L𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 =
𝐾∑︁
𝑖=1

𝜔𝑖𝑛 𝟙{𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝑈 } min
𝑣∈HullVertices(𝑈 )

𝑝𝑖 − 𝑣2 (10)

Finally, we combine the two regularizations to Lℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 = L𝑏𝑑 +
L𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 . In our implementation, we generally set 𝜔𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 1 and 𝜔𝑖𝑛 =

0.001 to enforce a strong out-of-bound penalty and slow down the
projection to the bounding convex hull, in order to prevent palette
colors from fast convergence to nearby sub-optimal vertices.

Palette Initialization. As learnable parameters, random initial-
ization of the palette could work for most cases. However, a user-
designed prior palette can further promote the editability of the
scene. For instance, onemaymove his/her target edit layer to the top
layer and drop undesired layers to the background, in accordance
with the alpha blending property that the color of the upper layer
relates to fewer areas/objects. To this end, we support a human-
involved palette initialization strategy, where the user first inputs a
prior palette with expected ordering, then our method jointly opti-
mizes the input palette to attain better layer decomposition. We find
prior palettes can facilitate our method to extract representative
layers in more complex scenes.

4.3 Rendering and Optimization
The volumetric rendering with the alpha compositing for a training
ray r(𝑡) = (o, d) is given in Eq. 11.

Ĉ(r(𝑡)) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1

𝜏 𝑗

𝐾∑︁
𝑖=1

𝜁 (𝛼𝑖 (x𝑗 , d))𝑝𝑖 (11)

Recall that 𝑀 is the number of samples along the ray and 𝜏 𝑗 is
the accumulated transmittance, as described in Eq. 1. The scene
representation can be optimized by minimizing the squared errors
between the rendered color and the ground truth color, as in Eq. 2.
To encourage sparser layer decomposition, we add a layer sparsity
regularization to the scene optimization.

Layer Sparsity Regularization. The sparsity of opacity fields is
preferred during layer decomposition. Sparser weights of the palette
indicate the palette is more representative and the decomposition is
more complete. We first render a weighting map𝑊𝑖 (r(𝑡)) for each
layer to estimate palette components around occupied space:

𝑊𝑖 (r(𝑡)) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1

𝜏 𝑗𝜁 (𝛼𝑖 (x𝑗 , d)) (12)

Next, we aim to penalize the L0 norm of these components, i.e.,
∥ [𝑊1, . . . ,𝑊𝐾 ] ∥0. Since the L0 norm is not differentiable, we design
a specialized soft counting norm (Eq. 13) based on the Sigmoid
function to conduct the sparsity penalty.

ℎ0 (W) =
𝐾∑︁
𝑙=1

exp
(
𝑙

𝐾
− 1

) [
1 + exp (−𝜂𝑊𝑙 + 𝛽)

]−1
(13)

The first exponential term in ℎ0 order-dependently re-scales the
sparsity of different layers such that the upper layers gain more
sparsity than the lower layers. The reciprocal term in ℎ0 approxi-
mates the Heaviside function on [0, 1], where 𝜂 and 𝛽 are sparsity
strength hyper-parameters, controlling the step edge sharpness and
counting threshold. In our implementation, 𝛽 is constantly set to
6 and 𝜂 is set to 24 or 48, depending on the scene’s complexity. In
the end, the batch-wise sparsity regularization is written as Eq. 14.

L𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
∑︁

r(𝑡 ) ∈B
ℎ0

(
[𝑊1 (r(𝑡)), . . . ,𝑊𝐾 (r(𝑡))]

)
(14)

Overall Loss. The overall objective function of our joint optimiza-
tion is the weighted sum of photometric reconstruction loss, palette
regularization Lℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 and sparsity penalty L𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 , defined as:

L = L𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 + 𝜆1Lℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 + 𝜆2L𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (15)

where 𝜆1 = 1 and 𝜆2 = 0.001 or 0.005 in our experiments.

Recoloring. Upon decomposing a scene into layers with a learned
palette, RecolorNeRF enables user color manipulation via palette
adjustment, allowing efficient editing of diverse color schemes with
typically less than 10 palettes per scene through re-rendering.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Evaluation

Datasets. We evaluate our method on 360◦ synthetic objects
(Synthetic NeRF [27] and Synthetic NSVF [23] datasets), forward-
facing real-world scenes (LLFF [26]), and 360◦ real-world objects
(Tank and Temples[17, 23]).

Baselines. We compare our method with 4 recent state-of-the-art
image-level or NeRF-level color editing baselines. For image-level
PCE, we apply Tan et al.’s approach [44] to NeRF rendering results.
We consider 2 schemes for building palettes for novel views. 1) Each
novel view admits an independent palette. We dub this scheme
NeRF + Image PCE. 2) Novel views share a unified palette built
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View #1

View #2

Ref. Ours NeRF + Image PCE NeRF + Image PCE
w/ unified palette CLIP-NeRF + DFF

Figure 7: Comparisons of our method, NeRF + Image PCE, NeRF + Image PCE w/ unified palette and CLIP-NeRF + DFF. We aim
to recolor the red flower into yellow. For our method and PCE baselines, we replace red components with yellow to perform
recoloring. For CLIP-NeRF + DFF, we fine-tune an optimized DFF model with text prompt ‘yellow flower’ and background
filtered out.

from all views’ pixels. We dub this one NeRF + Image PCE w/
unified palette. In addition to image-level editing, PosterNeRF
[47] is included as a NeRF-level PCE baseline on the Synthetic
NeRF datasets. We also compare with the recent text-driven scene
editing method CLIP-NeRF [49]. To be precise, we use its follow-
up implementation with distilled feature fields (DFF) [18], dubbed
CLIP-NeRF + DFF.

User Study. To quantitatively evaluate recoloring performance
from users’ aesthetic perspective, we conduct a user study to val-
idate the advantage of our method. We first prepare 25 editing
targets for various scenes (14 synthetic objects and 11 real-world
scenes). Then, we accordingly generate recoloring results using
our method and other baselines (only if the baseline supports the
case). For each case, we ask respondents to select the most satisfied
recoloring result that matches the editing target best. Our user
study questionnaires are distributed online with randomized orders
of questions and choices. Respondents are encouraged to spend
at least 20 minutes completing the questionnaire. We collect 5081
valid ratings from 68 independent respondents. A visualization of
the user study results is shown in Fig. 9. We can see that our method
outperforms the other baselines both in real-world and synthetic
scenes by a large margin. Especially for real-world scenes with com-
plex color distributions, our method is much preferred. The overall
results reflect our method is able to generate more aesthetic editing
on various scenarios and possesses better recoloring capacity.

Qualitative Comparison. In qualitative evaluation, we visualize
results from different methods and compare their rendering qual-
ity and recoloring capability. Fig. 6 exhibits the comparison re-
sults of our method versus PosterNeRF on the Synthetic NeRF
datasets. From the close-ups, we can observe our method outper-
forms PosterNeRF both in rendering quality and recoloring. Our
method can precisely extract editing patterns and recolor them
without polluting other areas. In contrast, PosterNeRF blends the
colors of editing areas and undesired areas. . Fig. 7 compares our
method with other 3 baselines in a forward-facing “flower” scene.
We can observe that view consistency is not guaranteed by NeRF

+ Image PCE. Even if using a view-shared palette, NeRF + Image
PCE w/ unified palette fails to recolor the red flower but mistakenly
brightens the background leaves. CLIP-NeRF + DFF manages to
change the color of the flower by text prompt. However, its ren-
dering quality is compromised. Also, CLIP-NeRF + DFF is limited
by the expressions of text prompts when it is difficult to describe
editing targets in text.

5.2 Ablation Study
Sparsity Regularization. We do an ablation study to certify the

effect of sparsity regularization. Fig. 5 visualizes layers of car and
grass, decomposed under no sparsity regularization, weak sparsity
regularization (𝜆2 = 0.001) and strong sparsity regularization (𝜆2 =
0.001), respectively. Without any regularization on sparsity, the
grass component is dispersed in the entire background, leading to
obvious color pollution when recolored into greener. By adding
weak regularization on layer sparsity, the car layer and grass layer
are separated out. Looking into the recoloring result, we can find
slight color pollution occurs on the tire of the car. By imposing
stronger sparsity regularization, the decomposition becomes more
complete and further mitigates the color pollution.

Alpha Blending with Learnable Palette. To evaluate the effect
of alpha blending, we replace the alpha blending with the direct
weighting of the palette (named Direct Weighting). We also disable
the learnable palettes to evaluate the effect of our palette learning.
As shown in Fig. 4, we can see Direct Weighting scheme fails to
completely decompose the foreground and the background even
with our sparsity regularization.With this deficiency, recoloring the
foreground will pollute the tones of the background. Alpha blend-
ing facilitates layer decomposition and alleviates the color pollution
problem during recoloring. We owe this to the order-dependent for-
mulation in the alpha blending. Furthermore, the learnable palette
can further promote the separation of the background and fore-
ground layers. In the shown case, the fern-related components are
optimized to be merged. Thus, the green component becomes more
representative, leading to better recoloring results.
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(a) Recolor the vest into 
green with red strips

(b) Recolor yellow clothes 
and shoes into red 

(c) Reference: gray car 
with red rear lamp

(d) Recolor the car 
into light green 

(e) Recolor the lamp       
into orange

Figure 8: Recoloring results of our method using D-NeRF [37] and Ref-NeRF [48] as backbones. (a) and (b) demonstrates
recoloring of synthetic dynamic objects. (c) (d) and (e) showcase recoloring of real-world 360◦ scenes with metallic and
translucent materials.

68.78%

79.85%

71.01%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Syn.

Real

Total

Ours NeRF + Image PCE

NeRF + Image PCE w/ unified palette

PosterNeRF

CLIP-NeRF + DFF

Figure 9: User study statistics. Each color bar of a correspond-
ing method indicates the user selection proportion among
all questions that compare the results of the method. In the
synthetic scenes, the proportion is 71.01%/7.91%/7.76%/13.33%
from left to right. In the real-world scenes, the proportion
from left to right is 79.85%/7.32%/6.66%/6.37%. In total, the
proportion is 68.78%/6.86%/6.41%/6.58%/5.70%.

Synthesis Quality with Palette. To assess the quality of our radi-
ance field rendering using alpha blending and palettes, we compare
photometric errors of our method and the original backbone Ten-
soRF. The palettes in our model are initialized with 2 schemes: 1)
user input and 2) automatic palette extraction via RGB-space hull
simplification [45]. Table 1 reports the PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS met-
rics. The user-customized palette scheme offers more controllable
color editing, albeit with slightly lower performance. Our model
initialized with automatically extracted palettes yields even bet-
ter rendering results, further validating the effectiveness of alpha
blending with palettes in view synthesis.

5.3 More Visual Results
We showcase the results of our RecolorNeRF in Fig. 3 and more in
supplementary materials. Moreover, our approach can universally
support other backbones. Fig. 8 shows the results of our approach
with D-NeRF [37] and Ref-NeRF [48] backbones. This also illus-
trates the prospective applications of our method, e.g., virtual car
repainting and digital clothes recoloring in online shopping.

Table 1: Comparisons of novel view synthesis results between
the original backbone and RecolorNeRF initialized with user-
input palettes (user init.) and automatic palettes via hull
simplification (auto init.), respectively.

Models PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
Original TensoRF 28.32 ± 5.21 0.852 ± 0.119 0.186 ± 0.129
Ours (user init.) 28.03 ± 4.87 0.843 ± 0.125 0.199 ± 0.138
Ours (auto init.) 28.76 ± 4.86 0.869 ± 0.111 0.169 ± 0.128

6 CONCLUSION
RecolorNeRF is an effective method to generate recolored photo-
realistic novel views. We are the first to propose a method to de-
compose neural radiance fields into multiple pure-colored layers
for recoloring. The decomposed layer are jointly optimized with a
learnable palette to produce more disjoint decomposition and more
representative colors in the palette. The layers are then stacked
with alpha blending to generate color radiance and render the final
photo-realistic images. Recoloring a scene is as simple as altering
the color in palettes.

Limitations. The RecolorNeRF is only designed for overall color
editing rather than instance-level editing. Since layer decomposi-
tion is merely based on colors, two different objects with similar
colors will be decomposed into one layer. In this case, their color can-
not be changed separately. Thus, one of the future improvements of
RecolorNeRF is to incorporate semantics into layer decomposition.
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A IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We implement our entire model and training pipeline with PyTorch
[33]. Our implementation is based on TensoRF [7] without any
customized CUDA kernels.

TensoRF Backbone. We utilize TensoRF-VM as our backbone for
querying density and opacity values, which offers a more compact
scene representation compared to pure grid-based representations
[13, 42] and achieves faster training convergence than the original
pure MLP-based representations [3, 27]. To disentangle the geom-
etry and appearance of the scene, we construct separate density
field T𝜎 and opacity field T𝑐 . Specifically, TensoRF-VM factorizes
the geometry of the 3D space as a sum of outer products of vectors
and matrices, as shown in Eq. 16.

T𝜎 =
∑︁

𝑚∈[3]

𝑅𝜎𝑚∑︁
𝑟=1

𝒗𝑚𝜎,𝑟 ◦𝑴𝑚
𝜎,𝑟 (16)

where ◦ is the outer product operator, 𝑅𝜎1 , 𝑅
𝜎
2 and 𝑅𝜎3 denote the

number of components, 𝒗1𝜎,𝑟 , 𝒗2𝜎,𝑟 , 𝒗3𝜎,𝑟 ∈ R𝑁 are vectors along the
𝑥 , 𝑦, and 𝑧 axes, and 𝑴1

𝜎,𝑟 ,𝑴
2
𝜎,𝑟 ,𝑴

3
𝜎,𝑟 ∈ R𝑁×𝑁 represent matrices

corresponding to the 𝑦 − 𝑧, 𝑥 − 𝑧, and 𝑥 − 𝑦 planes, respectively.
While for the opacity field, TensoRF-VM factorizes a 4D feature
tensor, incorporating an additional mode to represent the channel
dimension, which boils down to Eq. 17:

T𝑐 = 𝑩


⊕
𝑚∈[3]

𝑅𝑐𝑚⊕
𝑟=1

𝒗𝑚𝑐,𝑟 ◦𝑴𝑚
𝑐,𝑟

 (17)

where ⊕ is the concatenation operator, 𝒗𝑚𝑐,𝑟 and𝑴𝑚
𝑐,𝑟 are vector and

matrix factors of the opacity field, and 𝑩 is a feature basis matrix.
After obtaining multi-channel features, we feed the feature into
a shallow 3-layer MLP to yield the opacity for each item in the
palette. In our experiment settings for 360◦ synthetic scenes, we
set 𝑅𝑐1 = 𝑅𝑐2 = 𝑅𝑐3 = 48 for opacity fields and 𝑅𝜎1 = 𝑅𝜎2 = 𝑅𝜎3 = 16 for
density fields. The resolutions of the vector and matrix factors 𝑁
are initially set to 128 and progressively increased to 300 over the
training procedure. As for forward-facing scenes, we set 𝑅𝑐1 = 𝑅𝑐2 =

12, 𝑅𝑐3 = 48 for opacity fields and 𝑅𝜎1 = 𝑅𝜎2 = 4, 𝑅𝜎3 = 16 for density
fields. The vector and matrix factors are gradually upsampled from
128 to 640 over the training.

Optimization. Our training procedure follows the original Ten-
soRF pipeline, enhanced by incorporating our proposed regularizers
for palette learning and layer sparsity. Additionally, we apply a TV
(total variation) loss and L1 norm penalty on the vector and matrix
factors. The L1 norm weight is initially set to 8e-5 and reduced to
4e-5 after the first upsampling of the resolutions. The weight of
the TV loss varies between 1, 50 depending on scene complexity.
For optimization, we utilize the Adam optimizer [16] and train our
models for 30,000 iterations. All experiments are conducted on a
single NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU.

B BASELINE IMPLEMENTATIONS
In all of our baseline implementations, we reuse their officially
provided code and hyper-parameters.

NeRF + Image PCE. In order to contrast our method with pure
image-level recoloring, we employ a state-of-the-art palette-based

image color editing method [45] as the baseline. To ensure fair
comparisons, we synthesize novel views using the TensoRF back-
bone and then utilize the original implementation provided by the
authors to generate recoloring results for the scheme NeRF + Image
PCE. In this original algorithm, an independent palette is calculated
for each novel view. In our enhanced scheme, NeRF + Image PCE
with unified palette, we modify the code to gather pixels from all
training views and generate a unified palette offline prior to pro-
cessing each individual view. During the editing process, colors in
the target palettes are matched with the nearest colors in the edited
palettes of our method.

CLIP-NeRF + DFF. The implementation of this baseline method is
derived from [18]. Following their instructions, we extract semantic
features from the training views and distill these semantics into
neural fields. For the editing process, we prepare text prompts that
describe our desired editing goals and optimize the scene by mini-
mizing the distance between the embeddings of the text prompts
and the embeddings of the rendered images. Additionally, we at-
tempt to filter out rays during the optimization that do not intersect
with the editing objects.

PosterNeRF. PosterNeRF [47] is currently implemented only on
synthetic NeRF datasets, leading us to exclude its results on LLFF,
NVSF, and Tank and Temples datasets. To ensure fair comparisons,
we transform the camera poses from the original datasets into the
coordinate systems of the PosterNeRF renderer, enabling consistent
viewpoints across the experiments. For recoloring PosterNeRF, we
begin by substituting the closest color in the extracted palette of
PosterNeRF with the new RGB value from RecolorNeRF’s edited
palette. Subsequently, we refine the palettes to achieve better results
aligned with our desired editing goals.

C EXPERIMENTS
C.1 Ablation Study
We conduct an ablation study on the regularizers in our proposed
palette learning. In the first row of Fig. 10, we disable the entire
regularization on the palette learning. We can observe all the color
components are over-saturated and the palette geometry is not
included in the color space, i.e., unit cube [0, 1]3. Consequently,
such a palette, intended for color editing, is deemed infeasible. To
address this issue, we introduced the convex hull bounding reg-
ularization Lℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 . This regularization ensures that the palette is
contained within the color space. As shown in the second row of
Fig. 10, the scene is successfully decomposed with the regularized
palette, which leads to the success of recoloring the car. However,
we find this regularizer tends to collapse the palette. In the exhib-
ited case, the palette only consists of two editable colors, excluding
the base color components in white and black, as dictated by the
palette geometry. The sky-blue component of the reflection on the
car window is absorbed into the white component, causing the
recoloring of the reflection to fail. To overcome this issue, we fur-
ther incorporate the projection-based convex regularization L𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗 ,
which forces colors in the palette to span a convex hull without
overlapping vertices. With the addition of this regularizer, the sky-
blue component is separated from the white component and forms
a new vertex on the palette geometry, as shown in the last row
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Figure 10: Ablation study on palette learning. In the first three columns, we visualize color components for three editing targets:
car, grass, and reflection on the car window. The geometries of the optimized palettes are visualized in the fourth column,
where the cubes represent the [0, 1]3 RGB space. The last two columns showcase color editing results.

of Fig. 10. This allows for a recoloring capability for changing the
reflection color on the car window into “sunset red”.

C.2 Comparisons
Baselines. Fig. 15 and 16 showcase more typical comparisons

between our method and the baselines, which have been included in
our user study for qualitative evaluation. As shown in the exhibited
cases, our method outperforms the baselines onmost of the complex
scenes in terms of controllability and rendering quality.

InstructPix2Pix and Instruct-NeRF2NeRF. To highlight the ad-
vantage of our proposed palette-based color editing method, we
compare the latest diffusion-based editing approaches, Instruct-
Pix2Pix [4] and Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [14]. These approaches en-
able image-level and NeRF-level color editing, respectively. Fig.
11 presents the comparisons of our method, InstructPix2Pix, and
Instruct-NeRF2NeRF. Both of the two text-guided comparison meth-
ods suffer from severe “color pollution” problems, where areas out
of the editing target are significantly affected. This is due to the
failure of input text prompts to precisely guide the diffusion-based
generation procedure toward the intended target. In contrast, our
method, which leverages palettes, enables more precise and con-
trollable color editing.

PaletteNeRF. We also compare our method with the concurrent
work PaletteNeRF [19]. Fig. 12 presents the recoloring comparisons
on the "fern" scene. Firstly, we aimed to recolor the background
lighting to "cadmium red". It can be observed that PaletteNeRF in-
troduces some artifacts in the lighting and shadows (Fig. 12b). In
contrast, our method handles these transitional areas of lighting
and shadows more smoothly and naturally (Fig. 12a). Secondly, we
aimed to validate the effectiveness of our palette learning scheme,
even when the palettes are randomly initialized. Our goal is to
recolor the fern to red. It is worth noting that PaletteNeRF requires
a time-consuming two-stage training procedure. Prior to training a
PaletteNeRF, an additional vanilla NeRF model is trained to extract
initial palettes, similar to the approach described in [47]. Without
the pre-computed initial palette, the color editing results of Palet-
teNeRF degrade significantly (Fig. 12d)), revealing its deficiency in
palette optimization. However, our method still achieves consider-
able recoloring results (Fig. 12c) despite the random initialization of
the palette. This is attributed to our fully learnable palettes, which
are obtained jointly with radiance field optimization.

C.3 More Visual Results
We present additional visual results in Fig. 13 and 14 to validate the
effectiveness of our method, while more illustrative examples can
be found in our supplementary demo videos.
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Ours InstructPix2Pix Instruct-NeRF2NeRFReference

Text Prompt:“Make the tree leaves autumn, red”

Text Prompt:“Make the leaves blue”
Figure 11: Comparisons of our method, InstructPix2Pix and Instruct-NeRF2NeRF. Text prompts for the two text-guided
approaches are displayed below each case.

Reference

(c) Ours (random init.) (d) PaletteNeRF (random init.)

(a) Ours (auto init.) (b) PaletteNeRF (extracted init.)

Figure 12: Comparisons of our method and PaletteNeRF. We evaluate two initialization schemes of palettes: initialization from
extracted palettes (Extracted Init.) and random initialization (Random Init.).
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Figure 13: Gallery of our color editing results. The first image of each row is the reference before editing along with the
optimized palette beneath. The other 3 images showcase 3 examples of color editing with the corresponding edited palettes.
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Figure 14: (cont.) Gallery of our color editing results. The first image of each row is the reference before editing along with the
optimized palette beneath. The other 3 images showcase 3 examples of color editing with the corresponding edited palettes.
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“Recolor the red light into green.”
Figure 15: Comparisons of our method and PosterNeRF. Close-ups display the result details of each method. The text below
each case is the desired editing goal.
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“Recolor the red car into a blue car.”

Figure 16: Comparisons of our method, NeRF + Image PCE, NeRF + Image PCE w/ unified palette, and CLIP-NeRF + DFF. The
text below each case is the desired editing goal.
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